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CeoTronics – more than just headsets
CeoTronics is a leading global systems provider for mobile digital
radio networks and terminal equipment for local applications, as
well as high-quality communications headsets and systems for
professional use.

Serving fire, disaster relief and rescue service
No matter what the emergency: assured communication with high
transmission quality is essential for fire and disaster operations.
Such operations are often rescue missions, and misunderstandings
or time-consuming queries due to communication problems are
certain to result in loss of life in worst-case scenarios.
Rescue personnel must also be able to rely one hundred percent
on their own equipment – for their own safety. That is why they
rely on expertise from CeoTronics. Our company offers fire and
rescue services a wide range of first-class products (also available
in explosion-proof models) that they can use to put together their
own, tailor-made communications package – whether for use under
helmets or protective clothing or alongside respirators.
Safety first and foremost
When developing and designing CeoTronics products, our engineers
attend not only to flawless communication, but also focus on safety,
ease of handling and comfort for the wearer. Control elements
are reduced to the absolute minimum and the focus is on intuitive
usability: this supports the work of relief personnel and helps
them avoid making errors under difficult conditions.
CeoTronics Products are developed in line with industry practice
and are resistant to heat, cold and chemical substances depending
on operational needs. The systems are also durable, weatherproof and designed for long-term operational use.
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Emergency communications systems
Relief operations means helmets must be worn, and a number of
CeoTronics communications systems are especially suitable in
such cases. Our original CT-ContactCom Audio System is perfect
for use with helmets and respiratory masks, since voice communication is picked up directly by a bone-conduction microphone.
CeoTronics also offers a variety of alternative communications
systems that utilize flexible boom mikes. Both types can be supplied
to fit specific helmets or as universal helmet systems. For example,
a quick-release bracket suitable for almost all helmet types lets
the wearer switch helmets in seconds – with no tools and even
while wearing gloves.
CT digital radio networks, systems and terminals
CeoTronics engineers developed the mobile CT-DECT digital
radio system for short-range operations. Fire service personnel
can carry it with them, wherever it is needed. And what’s more,
all participants can communicate hands-free and in full-duplex,
i. e. they do not need to operate PTT controls or fine-tune VOX
parameters under variable noise conditions. The CT digital radio
system also offers interfaces to analog and digital long-range radio
systems, and to wired intercom systems. No fees are charged
for licenses or use.

Performance leader in the premium segment
Ever since its formation in 1985, CeoTronics has been leading
the industry in quality and performance. First-class consultancy
and customer services, superb product quality in terms of features
and workmanship, the use of cutting-edge technology and a flexible
approach to developing custom systems have all played their
part.
Pioneering technology and innovations
Our ability to handle the highly diverse technical requirements
specified by our customers stems from our continuous investment in our in-house R & D work. Our customers also value the
easy access to our engineering know-how, especially where custom
orders are involved – know-how that is characterized by the
technical expertise of our 23 in-house engineers.
Expert partnerships
The best-known premium manufacturers of protective headgear,
protective clothing, radios, and specialized vehicles and aircraft rely
on the high-end products from CeoTronics and CT-Video GmbH.
All individual products and systems complement one another
perfectly, fulfilling the most stringent customer demands for all-inone solutions
System compatibility
CeoTronics communications accessories are available for digital
terminals supporting the TETRA and TETRAPOL standards, and
for all standard analog radios. Where required, even the mobile
CeoTronics digital radio networks and terminals for local operations

(CT-DECT) can be integrated into the above-mentioned wide-area
radio networks as extensions.
Superlative quality management
The economic viability of an investment is derived from its usage
and the costs associated with a product over its entire useful life.
Product costs stem not only from the purchase price itself, but
are influenced significantly by product quality. None of our users can
afford long-term or frequent product failures or costs for repeated
repairs, to say nothing of accidents caused by malfunctioning
communications systems. That‘s why our demanding customers
value the functional stability, durability and superior economic viability of CeoTronics products: never cheap, but always representing
excellent value.
Certified and guaranteed
Successful quality management helped ensure that CeoTronics
was the first company in our communications industry to gain
ISO 9001:2000 certification. In 2018, a successful certification according to the new PPE Regulation (EU) 2016/425 followed.
CeoTronics AG is a registered NATO supplier and thus an official
component supplier to NATO.
Innovation and ongoing improvements to quality lie at the heart
of our corporate philosophy. CeoTronics uses components only
of the highest quality and inspects each product individually before
dispatch, working to our own stringent manufacturing and quality
assurance standards. All development work and production is
carried out exclusively in Germany, guaranteeing both excellent
quality and value for money, which is why we give up to 3 years*
warranty on all CeoTronics products.

* See back.
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PARTNER
DER
FEUERWEHR

Official
fire service
partner

CeoTronics AG is an official fire service partner
As a certified German fire service partner, CeoTronics AG attaches
great importance to acting responsibly as a corporation. For
CeoTronics, this corporate social responsibility (CSR) is honored
by granting its employees periods of leave during office hours if
they are called on to perform their duty as volunteer fire service
personnel. In this way, CeoTronics gives employees company
support to perform their voluntary work. Above and beyond this,
the company also works with the Rödermark Enterprise Forum
(REF) to pursue the goal of acquiring additional partner companies.
Despite the impressive figure of over one million part-time mission personnel for voluntary fire services, the German Fire Service
Association is increasingly reporting problems with deploying
sufficiently qualified personnel for daytime callouts. To counteract
this, the „Fire Service Partner“ campaign has now been started.
This campaign recognizes companies who grant employees
registered as a voluntary fire service personnel permission to
take part in missions during working hours, thus making an active
contribution to fire safety. With its receipt of the undersigned „Fire
Service Partner“ certificate, the socially-responsible CeoTronics AG
company is with immediate effect an official fire service partner.
Personnel registered with the Rödermark fire service can now
take unpaid leave to respond to callouts.
This is yet another shining example of the company‘s dedicated
cooperation with the fire and rescue services. As a certified Fire
Service Partner, CeoTronics will also be providing help and advice
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to fire services. Not only by supplying headset systems for radios
but also by promoting the interests of organizations that work to
protect the general public. These activities were preceded by a
meeting between Alexander Sturm, First Alderman of Rödermark,
and REF member Thomas H. Günther in 2012 on the topic of
providing sufficient personnel strength during daytime working
hours and the associated problems that this raised. Another topic
was the fact that the voluntary fire service work disadvantaged
many employees when job-hunting in other companies. The
CeoTronics Management Board agreed to support the fire service,
and helped the fire service organize a presentation during the
Rödermark Enterprise Forum (REF) June workshop.
To be active in fire and rescue work is a distinction and something
CeoTronics views as a welcome qualification – and not, as many
believe, a „problem“ that affects job-seeking success. On the contrary: members of the fire service typically have well-developed
social skills and can stay calm even if things get „too hot to handle“.
Voluntary helpers in particular take responsibility for their community and keep fire service operations viable. All of these are
qualities that can be applied to the corporate working environment
and are thus very welcome at CeoTronics AG. CeoTronics AG
CEO Thomas H. Günther thanks not only the State Fire Service
Association for the certificate but also the CeoTronics employees
who dedicate themselves to voluntary work in their local communities.
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Digital radio
for public
safety

CT radio
connectors
and adapters

Made
in
Germany

More than 160,000 systems
To date, CeoTronics has manufactured and supplied over 160,000
communications systems for connection to the digital TETRA /
TETRAPOL radio terminals. A wealth of experience that has benefited fire services and public security / law enforcement forces
in Germany, Austria and Switzerland. And they‘re not alone: in
countries such as Belgium, Croatia, the Czech Republic, Denmark,
Finland, France, Hungary, Luxembourg, USA, Mexico, the
Netherlands, Norway, Spain and Sweden, personnel have long
trusted radio accessories “Made by CeoTronics”.

CT radio connectors and adapters
And we naturally continue to supply a wide range of communications solutions for analog radios.The experience that CeoTronics
has accumulated in digital radio communication accessories
since 1999 has also benefited the German public safety and
emergency services. CeoTronics does, after all, offer the most
comprehensive product range, and has mastered the art of guaranteeing bulk deliveries while catering to specific client needs and
custom solutions.

One of CeoTronics’ core areas of expertise is the development of
connectors and adapters used to configure headset systems for
radios. The majority of these radio plugs, adapters and cable
adapters are developed and manufactured by CeoTronics inhouse. Matching accessories can be supplied for over 400 radio
models – and the same is naturally true for digital radio equipment.
The adapters make it possible to use the exact same headset
system with many different radio models. If required, some of
these adapters can be supplied as certified ATEX models.

CeoTronics systems for digital radios are currently available for
the latest models from leading manufacturers such as Motorola,
Sepura, Cassidian, Hytera, Kenwood and many more brands.
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Research &
Development

IP Code as per
EN 60529

IP codes and their meanings:
The first code number indicates the protection against foreign objects; the second classifies resistance to water ingress.
Foreign Particles, Dust
Level

Protection

Water
Level

Protection

0

None

0

None

1

Particles > 50 mm

1

Vertically Falling Drops

2

Particles > 12,5 mm

2

Vertically Falling Drops Enclosure +/- 15°

3

Particles > 2,5 mm

3

Spraying Water +/- 60° to Vertical

4

Particles > 1,0 mm

4

Splashing Water All Directions

5

Dust

5

Water Jets (Jet 6,3 mm; 12,5 L /min)

6

Dust Proof
(Vacuum, absolutely no dust
allowed inside enclosure)

6

Powerfull Water Jets
(Jet 12,5 mm; 100 L /min)

The protection levels from 2 to 6 are in each case
including all lower protection levels!

The protection levels from 2 to 6 are in each case including all lower protection levels!

Protection classes 7, 8 and 9 include protection classes 1-4
1 Meter Of Submersion For 30 Minutes
7

A housing only designated by the second code number 7 is considered as unsuitable for exposure to jet water (designated by the second code number 5 or 6 (excerpt from EN 60529 / version 2014-09)
Submersion, Customized (conditions have to be more worse than
protection level 7)
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IP testing to DIN, EN and IEC standards
At CeoTronics AG, our corporate philosophy is founded on continuous quality assurance and improvements to quality. To enable
us to also test communication systems in-house against safety
standards from the German Institute for Standardization (DIN),
European standards (EN) and the International Electrotechnical
Commission (IEC), CeoTronics AG established two test chambers
at the end of 2012 for conducting dust and water ingress protection
class testing.
QA testing down to the last detail
This enables us to test all of the components in CeoTronics communications solutions directly on-site for their resistance to adverse environmental conditions. This testing not only underlines
the reliability of our existing product portfolio but simultaneously
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accelerates feedback channels during the development process.
Accordingly, the future development and manufacture of CeoTronics
products can be more flexible, efficient and application-oriented.
100 % reliability, whatever the application
For communications to continue to function even under the most
extreme conditions, solutions are needed that can resist adverse
factors like dust or water. As an expert for communications in
challenging environments, CeoTronics AG views reliability as one
of a product’s most essential features. Reliability is a key factor for
communication systems – and especially for systems used by fire
service mission personnel.

A housing only designated by the second code number 8 is considered as unsuitable for exposure to jet water (designated by the second code number 5 or 6 (excerpt from EN 60529 / version 2014-09)
High pressure jet water (15 l / min), high water temperature (80° C)

9

A housing only designated by the second code number 9 is considered as unsuitable for exposure to jet water or submersion (designated by the second code number 5 or 6, or resp. 7 or 8 (excerpt from
EN 60529 / version 2014-09)

Examples
If an enclosure fullfills the protection levels IP66, IP67 and IP68 it has to be specified IP66 / IP67 / IP68
If an enclosure fullfills all water protection levels and dust protection is not specified it has to be specified IPX6 / IPX8 / IPX9
f an enclosure fullfills all dust protection levels and water protection is not specified it has to be specified IP6X
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CT-Modular
„Series 8“

CT-Modular
„Series 4“

CT-ClipCom BoomMike (L / R)

8

Series

CT-CombiCom

CT-ClipCom BoomMike (L / R)

CT-CombiCom

Series

CT-Modular
„Series 8“ with
Binder socket /
connector for the
headset

CT-SkullMike
Headset for helmet installation

CT-BoomMike
with universal clip

CT-Neckband Headset

CT-Modular „Series 8” and „Series 4”:
An ideal combination of proven products!
With the „8” and „4” product ranges, CeoTronics is offering a few
special advantages for its customers. Thanks to the targeted selection of CeoTronics send / receive headsets, a large area of application relating to noise protection, communication under protective
helmets, helmet-independent communication, and communication under protective suits can be covered. The CT-MultiCom67
and the CT-HR PTT from „Series 4”, for instance, are compatible
with a variety of send / receive headsets that are already on the
market using the Nexus connector. „Series 8”, in turn, connect
the CT-HR PTT via a future-proof and high-quality 8-pin Binder
connector (IP67). The customer can thus make the most of interesting complete packages across the various price groups that
offer many variation options and optimum planning when procuring accessories. The special feature: All stocked products can
be shipped within 72 hours.
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CT-FlexCom

CT-HD Headset

CT-BoomMike
Slide-In

CT-ThroatMike Standard

CT-HR PTT

CT-SkullMike
Headset for helmet installation

CT-BoomMike
with universal clip

CT-HD Headset

CT-Neckband Headset

CT-Modular
„Series 4“ with
Nexus socket /
connector for the
headset

CT-FlexCom

CT-BoomMike
Slide-In

CT-MultiCom67

CT-ThroatMike Standard

CT-HR PTT

Emergency call
2. PTT
2. PTT

Emergency call

Vol. +
Mute
Vol. CT-MultiCom67
12pin-plug
Direct connection for different radios
on demand

CT-HR PTT
Motorola TRBO
Motorola GP340

CT-HR PTT
Motorola MTP850S / FuG, MTP6000
Motorola MTP3000
Sepura STP8000 / 9000
Airbus TPH700
Hytera PT580H / PD785
12pin-plug / Emergency call

2. PTT

Emergency call
CT-HR PTT
Motorola TRBO
Motorola GP340
CT-HR PTT with 2. PTT and Emergency call
Motorola MTP850S / FuG, MTP6000
Sepura STP8000 / 9000
Airbus TPH700
Hytera PT580H / PD785
12pin-plug / Emergency call
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CT-HR PTT

8

Series

Developed and
produced in
Germany

360°- Rotation

IP

CT-Modular
„Series 8“ with
Binder socket /
connector for the
headset

Series

CT-Modular
„Series 4“ with
Nexus socket /
connector for the
headset

Flame resistant
according to
EN 443

Protection class
IP66 and IP67

MILSpecs

Equal to
MIL-STD-810G

PTT protection rings

Bayonet connector

Binder socket and
connector

Optional:
Equal to
Protection class
II 2 G Ex ib IIC T4

Flame-resistant, dust-tight, waterproof*: CT-HR PTT.
The PTT often forms the decisive link to personnel on the ground
and can be a life-saver in worse-case scenarios. Accordingly,
communications equipment needs to “hold up” even under atrocious conditions and continue to function even if fire service personnel are working in extremely hazardous environments.

with e.g. the forearm, while the raised edge of the tall ring guard
stops accidental activation in emergencies. Both variants feature
bayonet connectors and are thus very easy to swap and snap
securely into place. This means the CT-HR PTT can be custom
configured to suit the conditions in the field.

HR = High Resistant
With its new CT-HR PTT, CeoTronics has developed a new,
rugged in-line PTT that holds up against external factors in professional fire service missions. The in-line PTT housing is made
from glass fiber-reinforced, shock-resistant material. The large
PTT key is fitted with an overload cut-out and is designed
for superlative durability. It is supplied with two ring guards for
individual configuration. The flat ring guard permits keypresses

Always the right way up
A fastening clip is available for securing onto or underneath protective clothing. Since it can be rotated 360° and locked into any
one of 16 positions, it is always right at hand for the operator,
whatever the mission.

The new CT-HR PTT offers even more equipment features,
which have been achieved through a series of tests and certifications or classifications:
• IP66 / 67: zero dust ingression and resistant to strong water jets
plus protection against immersion
• Flame resistant according to EN 443
• UL 94 / V0: Classified as not dripping flaming particles
• Color-coded Binder jack connector: IP67 (when connected)

*As defined by protection class IP66 and IP67
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CTMultiCom67

Series

CT-Modular
„Series 4“ with
Nexus socket /
connector for the
headset

Developed
and designed
in Germany

IP

Protection class
IP65 and IP67

Nexus plug
connection
(4-pole)

360°- Rotation
◄

◄

Flame-resistant

Rugged clip

The new CT-MultiCom67: more than just a hand mike
The CT-MultiCom67 communications device represents a new
and compact addition to the CeoTronics family of remote units.
Housed in an impact- and flame-resistant case, the CT-MultiCom67
is well-shielded from environment influences with its IP65 and IP67
protection class. Both dust-tight and waterproof, the unit offers
plenty of useful functions for fire service teams.

As an especially user-friendly feature, the CT-MultiCom67 comes
with dual PTT buttons that are easy to operate even when wearing
gloves. Loudspeaker volume can be adjusted using two separately
housed keys to one of four levels to suit user preferences – or
muted as required. To ensure the safety of mission personnel, an
emergency call button rounds off the unit‘s features.

In addition to a 3.5 mm jack socket for connecting a CT earphone
or sound tube, users can also connect a variety of professional
CT send / receive systems via the ruggedized Nexus jack socket
– such as systems from the CT-Modular „Series 4“, for example.

The CT-MultiCom67 is factory-fitted with a 12-pin Hirose jack.
Customers can choose from a wide range of other 12-pin adapters
for connection to radio equipment.
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CT-Earpieces

Developed and
designed in
Germany

EN 352

Certified hearing
protection to
EN 352
(SNR: 26dB)

Personal hearing
protection

CT-ClipCom

Soft silicone
ear adapters
Shore
hardness: 40

Blank ear plugs

Soft ear adapters to personalize communications products
During the use of send / receive systems, protecting the wearer‘s
hearing is just as important as the quality of voice transmission.
And with in-ear communications systems, wearer comfort is a
critical factor. For decades, CeoTronics has enjoyed an enviable
reputation in the three key areas (transmission quality, hearing
protection and wearer comfort) and offers certified, soft ear adapters
not just for its own send / receive systems, but also for those from
other suppliers.
Optimum wearer comfort: Shore hardness of 40
All individual ear adapters from CeoTronics are manufactured
from soft, medical-grade silicone with a Shore hardness of 40.
This degree of hardness – named after Albert Shore – has proven
its worth, since it offers superior durability, excellent wearer comfort
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and user-friendly cleaning options. As another advantage, it also
prevents uncomfortable hardening of auditory canal cartilage,
unlike ear adapters made from hard plastic materials. Unlike ear
pieces made from hard plastic materials, the hardness grade used
offers the major advantage of a much better fit within the ear while
preventing any uncomfortable hardening of auditory canal cartilage.
Anti-bacterial nano silver coating
CeoTronics ear adapters are coated with an ultrafine, high-quality
surface sealant, offering users of the send / receive system protection against bacteria and mold in the auditory canal to a level
unmatched by other coatings.
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CT-ClipCom

CT-ClipCom
Ex

Developed and
produced in
Germany

Developed and
produced in
Germany

Weight: 22g incl.
cable without
connector
Personal hearing
protection

SNR: 26dB

EN 352

Certified hearing
protection to
EN 352

Soft silicone
ear adapters

SNR: 23dB

Shore
hardness: 40
Optional:
Equal to
Protection class
II 2 G Ex ib IIC T4

Noise cancelling
microphone

CT-ClipCom EarMike and CT-ClipCom BoomMike

CT-ClipCom: in ATEX

Once mission noise exceeds acceptable threshold levels and
renders communication almost impossible, you need communications systems with ear protection functionality.

A major advantage that also cuts costs, since this makes the
communication systems personnel-independent. When personnel
or shifts change – and to keep system use hygienic – only the ear
adapters needs to be swapped out. It is therefore unnecessary to
purchase a complete personal system for each individual.

Since 2009, the CT-ClipCom communications system has been
extended to include an ATEX model, approved as intrinsically
safe equipment in terms of EU standards EN 60079 - 0 and EN
60079 - 117. Certified to the high-level rating “II 2 G Ex ib IIC T4”,
it covers around 98 % of all ATEX usage scenarios.

Ideal even under full-protection suits
The CT-ClipCom System is equipment-independent and is not
permanently integrated into e.g. protective clothing. For respiratory equipment deployment, the CT-ClipCom EarMike is recommended, as voice is picked up from structural / air-borne vibration,
transmitting it without interference. CT-ClipCom is available for
connection to all popular radio models.

No exceptions
ATEX certification applies to both versions available: CT-Clip-Com
EarMike (in-ear microphone) and CT-ClipCom BoomMike
(flexible boom electret mike). The flexible boom mike comes
equipped with an innovative microphone boom – the “flexboom”. This boom is light, robust, retains its shape and does
not spring back.

Certified as personal protective equipment (PPE), according
to ANSI-Standard
Both the CT-ClipCom version with its perfectly positionable flexible
boom and the variant with an in-ear microphone enable faultless
communication and comply with EU directives (EN 352-2) for
deployment as Personal Protective Equipment (PPE). Depending on requirements, either a flexible rubber earplug can be
used or silicone adapters, custom-fit to the individual‘s own ear,
which offer maximum wearer comfort. Both types can simply be
clipped to the in-ear headset.
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Both products are supplied as monaural versions (for one ear) as
standard. If required, however, both headset systems can also be
supplied as binaural variants (for both ears).
Personal protective equipment with ATEX certification
A further highlight of the ATEX versions: CT-ClipCom is officially
approved as ear protection (PPE) in accordance with the European EN 352 - 2 standard.
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CT-FlexCom

Developed and
produced in
Germany

Flame resistant
according to
EN 443

IP

Protection class
IP66 and IP67

CT-HR PTT
Optional:
Equal to
Protection class
II 2 G Ex ib IIC T4

Noise cancelling
microphone

CT-MultiCom67

CT-FlexCom: IP certified. ATEX certified*. Flame resistant according to EN 443
This high-quality helmet type-independent comm system with
flexible boom mike for professional fire service use gives you all
the freedom you need. Thanks to the ingenious mechanical
clamp mechanism, the durable send / receive headset can be
easily attached to most fire service helmet models. Usually
attachable without an additional helmet adapter and without additional tools.
Practical efficiency
Yet the features are not limited to the unique clamp mechanism,
which makes it a simple matter to ensure the loudspeaker is positioned perfectly next to the ear. The flexible boom does not
spring back when released and is of course long enough for a
perfect fit in front of the speaking diaphragm on a respirator. A

powerful loudspeaker and a waterproof, noise-compensating
flexible boom mike give the finish touches to this impressive system.
Unusually versatile
CT-FlexCom is a match for any fire service mission and is tested for
general compliance with the tough IP66 and IP67 protection
classes. For day-to-day use, this means that neither strong water
jets nor dusts have any chance of adversely affecting its operation.
If the communication system becomes soiled or contaminated, the
dirt can be removed with simple cleaning agents. This means the
system is always ready for the next mission.

*Please contact us, for which radio an ATEX-version is available.
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Secure connections
And it’s not just the fixing mechanism that makes the flexible
CT-FlexCom system a unique fire service product. It is hooked
up to the new CT-HR PTT, a highly durable push-to-talk key that
comes with a wealth of safety features and equipment details,
and is designed for superlative durability. This newly-developed
CeoTronics product can be used with popular models of both
analog and digital radios.
Please note: the helmet headset has been tested according to
EN 443. Certification has been completed with helmet makers
Schuberth, Bullard and Rosenbauer and applies to the following
helmets: Schuberth F120 pro, F130, F220 and F300, Bullard
H1500 and H3000 plus Rosenbauer Xtreme and Smart.

CeoTronics also offers a guarantee of up to 3 years on this product and its cabling, etc. With the universal fixing clamp, suitable
e.g. for the following fire service helmets:
Schuberth:

F110, F120pro, F130, F220, F300*

Dräger:

HPS 4300, HPS 6200

Rosenbauer:

Xtreme*, Smart*

Bullard:

H1500*, H3000*

Casco:

PF112, PF1000

*with a special helmet adapter
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CTBoomMike Ex

CTContactCom Ex

Developed and
produced in
Germany

Developed and
produced in
Germany

Optional:
Equal to
Protection class
II 2 G Ex ib IIC T4

Noise cancelling
microphone

Optional:
Equal to
Protection class
II 2 G Ex ib IIC T4

CT-HR PTT

ATEX model: universal system for inner headband helmets

The Original since 1989: CT-ContactCom for use with helmets and masks in ATEX

The CT-BoomMike communications system with a uni-versal
mounting bracket means microphones and earpieces can be fitted
to helmets with inner headbands in just seconds (no additional
adapters, tools or assembly tokens are required). The communications system is approved for use in explosion hazard areas
and conforms to protection class II 2 G Ex lb IIC T4.

If flexible boom or in-ear microphones cannot be worn under respiratory masks or full-protection suits, then one needs professional alternatives. CeoTronics offers a very special solution for
such cases: a send / receive system with a bone-conduction
microphone. The original CT-ContactCom communications system is equipped with a special contact microphone that picks up
and transmits voice directly from the bones of the skull.

Voice is transmitted via a noise-compensating microphone, enabling crystal-clear communication in loud environments with ambient noise levels of up to 120 dB (A).
The CT-BoomMike Ex can be expanded to include the large-format
CT-HD PTT and a safety plug connector, integrated between the
microphone / earpiece assembly and the send key. This all-weather
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safety plug connector releases automatically when subjected to a
tensile force of approx. 45 newton meters, thus vastly reducing the
danger of personnel injury or entanglement while work is being
performed.

vents the occurrence of pressure points or injuries e.g. from a
blow to the helmet shell. To provide an extra level of operator
safety, an optional quick-connect safety plug connector is also
available for integration into the cable.

Often copied, never equaled
First patented and launched in 1989, the original CT-ContactCom has been optimized regularly since then, and is a perfect
match for use with helmets and masks. The special construction
utilizes a flexible anti-aging helmet gaiter, guaranteeing clear
voice transmission and a perfect fit to the skullcap. This also pre-

CT-ContactCom
CT-SkullMike
Ex I 23

CT-Neckband
Headset

CT-ThroatMike
Comfort
Entwickelt und
produziert in
Deutschland
Optional:
Equal to
Protection class
II 2 G Ex ib IIC T4

Weight:22 g incl.
cable without plug

CT-CombiCom

Optional:
entspricht
Schutzklasse
II 2 G Ex ib IIC T4
Noise cancelling
microphone

CT-Neckband Headset
Binaural

CT-ActionNeckband
Headset

CT-HR PTT

TR

CT-Neckband Headset
The CT-Neckband Headset from CeoTronics is characterized by
its low-profile design and minimal weight. Although weighing only
22 grams, it easily copes with even the most difficult rescue
operations. Offering exceptional wearer comfort, personnel can
configure it to match their exact head shape using the special
adjustable wire.
For perfect voice transmission, the headset is equipped with a
sound-conducting tube that routes loudspeaker signals directly
into the ear canal. An earbud is recommended for use in noisy
environments. The noise-compensating microphone is designed
for environments up to a maximum of 120 dB (A).
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Certification to
police technical
guidelines

CT-MultiCom67

CT-CombiCom Headset and
CT-ActionNeckband Headset
The modular CT-CombiCom is a headset available as a binaural
or monaural model. It is rugged, lightweight, and the fit mode can
be changed in a matter of seconds, thanks to quick-release plugand-socket and screw couplers. Also available as a model with
headband, the low-profile construction makes the system wearable
under helmets and headgear. All components of the send / receive
system are IP54-rated, and especially resistant to water and dust
entry.
A further alternative is the rugged, helmet-independent CT-ActionNeckband Headset. The lightweight neckband headset is readily
deployed and comfortable to wear under helmets.

CT-ThroatMike Comfort
Protective clothing naturally limits available space for accessories. Where application specifics prevent the use of other communication systems, CeoTronics‘ CT-ThroatMike Comfort is often
the bestavailable option. A professional throat microphone, whose earpiece and microphone fit snugly yet comfortably to the
head and neck. The microphone picks up voice directly from the
throat, thus enablingvoice transmission for such operations.

If required, CeoTronics can supply a version for use in explosion
hazard areas with a corresponding ATEX license. The CTThroatMike Comfort can be supplied for all popular radio equipment.

The CT-ThroatMike Comfort is worn around the throat on a comfortable elastic band that is kind to the skin. A flexible over-theear headset completes the package. The large-format CT-PTTs
are light and easy to operate even under protective clothing.
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CT-SkullMike

CT-SkullMike: For use with helmets and masks
Where flexible boom or in-ear microphones cannot be worn under
helmets and masks, alternatives are required. For such cases,
CeoTronics offers a send / receive system with a skull microphone.
The CT-SkullMike includes a contact microphone that picks up
and transmits voice directly from the skullcap. This system is perfect for use with helmets and masks. Its special design with a
flexible helmet gaiter guarantees absolute wearer comfort and a
perfect fit to the skullcap.
The ability to position microphone and earpiece ideally within the
helmet effectively rules out the possibility of pressure points or
injuries, for example from a blow to the helmet.
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CT-DECT
Multi

Developed and
produced in
Germany

Full-duplex
communication

Bluetooth®
technology
CT-DECT M7
technology

IP

Equal to
protection class
IP66 and IP67

MILSpecs

Equal to
MIL-STD-810G

CT-DECT Multi: Mobile. Digital. With display
To date, re-development of the CT-DECT Multi has been the
largest R & D project in the history of CeoTronics AG. The result
is a mobile, digital, full-duplex communications system for local
applications that has been designed with the very latest technologies to ensure it offers universal use for any user group. From
industry and fire services to military or police: all mission personnel benefit equally from the performance of a CT-DECT system,
which is in a class of its own.
Close your eyes and count to 10
That’s about how long it takes for the digital CT-DECT radio
network to be ready for use, enabling wireless and full-duplex
communications within a group of up to 5 users. For practical
purposes, this means simultaneous audio transmit and receive is
possible without any infrastructure, and without the need to
press a PTT button.
The new technology: CT-ComLink®
The CT-DECT Multi is fitted with the new CT-ComLink® technology, which gives users maximum flexibility in their choice of
headsets. Lightweight in-ear headsets or earmuffs are just two
examples, and helmet systems for high-noise areas can also be
connected.
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Digital Noise
Reduction

Thanks to the combination of connector, intelligent connecting
cables and CT-ComLink® technology, the connected communications systems are identified automatically and the optimum
audio configuration is selected in each case.

Housing ergonomics
After an extensive analysis of usability and components, a housing
with a display was implemented that introduces a completely new
and intuitive operation concept. The outer surface provides a
secure grip and features excellent mechanical and thermal
properties. Each button has a precision switching mechanism that
can also be operated reliably when wearing gloves.

Multi-resistant against environmental factors
The new CT-DECT Multi is not only waterproof and dust-tight,
with classification to IP66 and IP67, but is also proof against
sweat and saliva according to DIN 53160-1 / 2, and resistant to
weak bases, lubricating oils and greases. The housing is made
of an impact- and UV-resistant material, which has in turn been
tested for resistance against chemical substances based on
ETSI EN 300 019. The CT-DECT Multi has also passed tough
environmental testing, including climate, shock, vibration and
drop tests according to MIL-STD-810G, as well as a salt spray
test according to EN 60068-2-52.

The display: impact-resistant and scratch-proof
Developed for professional applications, the integrated display
offers an ultra-high-contrast image with optimum readability,
even in strong, direct sunlight. Protected by an impact- and
scratch-proof polycarbonate panel, it works reliably across a
large temperature range of -30 °C to +70 °C. Optimized for viewing from three sides, the display is clearly readable even from a
very flat viewing angle.
Superior technical characteristics
Outstanding RF properties and immunity to high-frequency interference are key factors in the clear and distinct voice transmission
offered by the new CT-DECT Multi. Alongside the CT-DECT radio
network, an alternative connection via Bluetooth® is possible,
e.g. to a mobile phone.
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CT-DECT Plus

Developed and
produced in
Germany
Up to 6
participants

CT-DECT

CT-ClipCom

MILSpecs

Equal to
MIL-STD-810G

IP

Equal to
protection class
IP65 and IP67*
*CT-DECT Plus
Case

Bluetooth®
technology

CT-DECT Plus Conference

CT-Neckband Headset

Digital Noise
Reduction

Full-duplex
communication

CT-DECT Plus Multi

CT-DECT / CT-DECT Plus: Digital, mobile duplex radio system
As is the case with public safety operations, fire service personnel
will also face some situations where they need secure, duplexmode communication channels. Either of the CT-DECT and
CT-DECT Plus systems opens up new horizons for short-range
duplex communication. Both are free of all licensing, registration
or other fees and permit flawless, simultaneous send / receive –
a potentially decisive factor in critical situations.
CT-DECT for smaller-scale squads
In situations where the mission brief doesn‘t mandate a radio or
GSM channel, CT-DECT is the system of choice for up to 5 participants. Yet even these smaller-scale squads can enjoy permanent
full-duplex communications by deploying a combined CT-DECT
Headset and CT-DECT Multi system.
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CT-DECT Plus: for squads with up to 8 members
If squad commanders need to stay in contact with operations
control over a second integrated radio or cell phone, CeoTronics
recommends the use of a CT-DECT Plus master system with
GSM or radio connectivity. Housed in a portable, weatherproof
case, the integrated communications system provides full-duplex
communications while being ready to deploy just where it is most
needed. The CT-DECT Plus system can also be integrated as an
extension to / replacement for intercom systems in fire trucks and
fire-fighting vessels, etc.
CT-DECT Plus Headset with ASR
The CT-DECT Plus Headset is equipped with a flexible boom
terminating in a noise-compensating microphone. For additional

safety, the headset can be supplied with CT-ASR (noise-limiting
ambient sound reception) and as an ATEX-certified model. In all
versions, power is supplied via a high-performance rechargeable
battery.
CT-DECT Plus Multi
An alternative to the CT-DECT Plus Headset is the CT-DECT
Plus Multi system. Worn as a belt radio, for example, it is suitable
for full-duplex communications and has matching connectors for
a number of headsets, such as the CT-Neckband Headset and the
CT-ContactCom plus CT-ClipCom EarMike (binaural) or CT-ClipCom
BoomMike (bin- or monaural). In this case, power is supplied via
exchangeable rechargeable batteries or commodity batteries.

CT-DECT Plus Conference
CT-DECT Plus Conference is a digital radio system designed for
permanent installation in vehicles, shipping and aviation equipment. The communications system is enclosed in a durable housing
and can enable connectivity among up to eight mobile participants. For larger-scale operational communications, CT-DECT
Plus Conference can naturally also be connected to existing wired
intercom facilities using an external audio interface.
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CT-DECT Plus

MILSpecs

Equal to
MIL-STD-810G*
Bluetooth®
technology

*CT-DECT Plus
Case

Developed and
produced in
Germany

IP

Equal to
protection class
IP65 and IP67*

Range extension

1200 m

*CT-DECT Plus
Case

Full-duplex
communication

CT-ClipCom

Up to 6
participants

CT-Neckband Headset

CT-HD Headset

1200 m

0m

CT-DECT Plus:
The world‘s most advanced DECT communication system.

CT-DECT Plus:
Handover system for up to 6 participants

System expandable for up to 30
participants

• World‘s first fully-mobile handover system
• Full-duplex communication
• Bluetooth® interface
• Extends range by up to 400 %
• Connection for radio equipment

The new CT-DECT Plus is the world‘s only fully-mobile communication systems for personnel working in teams that are looking
for the greatest possible flexibility in their communications, coupled with maximum ease of use. This CT-DECT system can integrate up to 6 members, who, thanks to the newly developed
„handover mode“, enjoy unrestricted movement within their working environment. Each person is automatically „handed over“
to the next radio network: there is no break in communications
and no new teach-in procedure is required. As a further benefit,
CT-DECT Plus also makes it possible to connect additional existing components, such as CT-DECT standard systems, radio
equipment and cell phones / tablet PCs (via Bluetooth / Audio).

CT-DECT Plus also readily handles team scenarios where the mobility of individual workers is not the primary concern, but the focus
is instead on communications between as many individuals as possible. Thanks to the system‘s modular design, up to 30 individuals
can be integrated into stand-alone communication channels, all of
which are guaranteed to enjoy full-duplex communication.
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If you have any questions about a custom configuration of the
CT-DECT Plus system, please discuss your needs with one of our
knowledgeable field sales staff.
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CeoTronics AG
*If not otherwise stated in the offer, CeoTronics grants a 3-year warranty for material and
manufacturing defects for CeoTronics products. The precise scope of the warranty can be
found in the warranty terms and conditions (also available for download at
www.ceotronics.com).
** See warranty conditions at www.ceotronics.com
All of the brands, trademarks and product names mentioned in this brochure remain the
property of their respective owners.
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